ACCELERATORS
Aligning Experience with Innovation to Increase ROI from
Your Global Finance and HR Transformation
YOUR CLOUD TRANSFORMATION ISN’T A DESTINATION IT’S YOUR UNIQUE JOURNEY
The cloud is ubiquitous but how to get there and achieve long-term ROI can be different for every organization.
You need a partner who can help you navigate from up front strategy and alignment through deployment and
continuous improvement. Think of us as an extension of your team: your trusted advisor, strategy expert,
change champion, and expert on-call.

LET US MAXIMIZE YOUR TRANSFORMATION SUCCESS AND ROI
At Collaborative Solutions, we offer an innovative suite of Accelerators built from over 600 global customer
engagements to maximize your Finance, HR, and Student transformation. No matter where you are on
your transformation journey, you need a partner to leverage the right innovations to maximize value to your
organization. Our proprietary Accelerators include both innovative tools and services, from technical integration
and data conversion tools to Strategy Implementation Planning and Organizational Change & Training services.
We work together with you, to transform, optimize, and drive your business forward.

RAPIDLY INCREASE SPEED TO VALUE, FLEXIBILITY, AND AGILITY
Collaborative’s Accelerators layer industry best practices, integration and
data conversion tools, reporting templates, testing procedures, and project
plans across all deployment stages, to increase speed-to-value, flexibility,
and agility. Our Accelerated Cloud Deployment Centers, located in Tampa,
Florida, and Manila, Philippines, house a large team of experienced
integrations developers that provide our customers with an immediate
ability to scale, increase efficiencies by jumpstarting integrations using
our virtual library of thousands of templates and assets, as well as reduce
integration costs, delivery time, and testing efforts.

DEVELOP PERSONALIZED SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE BUSINESS NEEDS
Your transformation journey isn’t one size fits all. With that in mind, we
work with you to develop personalized solutions meet your strategic
objectives. Take advantage of the tools and services that you need and
receive strategic guidance along the way.
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ACCELERATORS
ENHANCE DATA-DRIVEN DECISION-MAKING
Making data-driven decisions is a key component in elevating the success
of your organization. Collaborative Solutions has developed convenient
technical tools, such as our Advanced Report Dashboards & Analytics,
IMPACT Tool, MapIt Tool, and Enhanced Data Conversion Tools, to make
sense of your ever-growing data. Additionally, these tools help to decrease
the overall work effort in standard deployments, enabling you to focus on the
business change to truly transform your organization. These Accelerators
allow for better control and insight into your data, enhancing strategic
decision-making and providing deeper insight into your business.

DATA MIGRATION, SIMPLIFIED WITH DAYTONA
Daytona is an Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) tool
built by Collaborative Solutions to transfer data from legacy
systems into Workday. It leverages Collaborative’s extensive
experience with Workday data conversion to improve upon
every aspect of the ETL process, giving stakeholders more
time to focus on other initiatives. With Daytona, Collaborative
has created a data migration process that is reliable, easier for
our clients, and delivers industry-leading results.

CLEAR PATH FORWARD WITH ALIGNMENT AND ADOPTION
Ensuring the right people have the information needed to make change
as well as the right tools to help drive alignment and adoption are critical
components to realizing the value of any transformation. Collaborative
has developed several tools, templates, and processes to ensure
comprehensive communication to drive the most effective decisionmaking for your organization. Collaborative Solutions will expertly guide
you with our Strategic Implementation Planning

“Workday and Collaborative Solutions have been tremendous
partners throughout this journey from disparate legacy systems
to state of the art technology,”
− Academy Sports + Outdoors
To learn more about our Accelerators and how to maximize your ROI, contact us today.
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